Understanding phenotypic diversification and the conditions that spur morphological novelty or constraint is a major theme in evolutionary biology. Unequal morphological diversity between sister clades can result from either differences in the rate of morphological change or in the ability of clades to explore novel phenotype ranges. We combine an existing phylogenetic framework with new phylogenomic data and geometric morphometrics to explore the relative roles of rate versus mode of morphological evolution for a hyperdiverse group: cryptine ichneumonid wasps. Data from genomic ultraconserved elements confirm that cryptines are divided into two large clades: one specialized in the use of hosts that are deeply concealed under hard substrates, and another with a much more diversified host range. Using a phylomorphospace approach, we show that both clades have experienced similar rates of morphological evolution. Nonetheless, the more specialized group is much more restricted in morphospace occupation, indicating that it repeatedly evolved morphological change through the same morphospace regions. This is in agreement with our prediction that host use imposes constraints in the morphospace available to lineages, and reinforces an important distinction between evolutionary stasis as opposed to a scenario of continual morphological change restricted to a certain range of morphotypes.
Introduction
One of the most common patterns observed in biology is that various groups of organisms show differing degrees of morphological variation, with some lineages displaying astounding diversity in form while others remain largely conserved [1, 2] . Recognizing the conditions that spur either morphological novelty or constraint is essential to our understanding of the evolutionary process and resulting biodiversity patterns. It is widely recognized that certain functional demands (e.g. feeding or movement specializations) can constrain morphological evolution towards a given 'optimal' morphotype [3] [4] [5] . On the other hand, limited morphological disparity can also result from other factors such as phylogenetic inertia [6] [7] [8] or clade-specific developmental and physiological constraints [9] [10] [11] . Hence, understanding the potential role of ecological aspects in shaping phenotypes requires rigorous examination of morphological disparity patterns within an evolutionary framework.
Explanations for unequal levels of morphological diversification among lineages tend to focus either on clade age, that is, the time available for morphological diversification to take place [12, 13] ; the rate of morphological change across clades [14, 15] ; or unequal efficiency of morphological diversification, including hypotheses about 'key innovations' [16] [17] [18] and various ecological or organismal constraints [2, 19, 20] . In terms of quantitative data, such constraints can be understood as the limitation of the morphospace available to lineages & 2019 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
with a given ecological trait or life-history strategy [21] [22] [23] . Investigations of which areas of the morphospace are occupied by individual lineages when compared to the universe of 'possible' morphotypes has a long tradition in evolutionary biology (e.g. [24] [25] [26] ). Nonetheless, our understanding of the ecological traits driving such limitations is still in its infancy [27, 28] .
Using sister clades as study systems presents an excellent opportunity to test hypotheses of morphological diversification because both lineages depart from an initially equal state. This makes for a suitable experiment to assess the relative impacts of rate versus mode of evolution in the phenotypic outcomes of two clades. Herein, we treat 'rate' as the overall phenotypic rate of change across time, and 'mode' as the distribution of this change across the morphospace. The corollary is that unequal levels of morphological diversification among sister clades could have been achieved by: either (i) differing magnitudes of evolution rate; or (ii) differing abilities between clades to efficiently explore the morphospace [29] . These scenarios can be assessed by projecting a phylogeny into a multivariate morphospace (a phylomorphospace) in order to infer both the magnitude of shape change and the patterns of morphospace occupation across clades. When two sister clades show both contrasting life-history strategies and different levels of morphological disparity, a promising avenue is available for testing the role of ecological constraints in diversification. Furthermore, highly speciose groups are particularly appropriate for investigating patterns of morphological evolution, especially in groups with high rates of morphological homoplasy, as the high number of independent state transitions allow for statistically powerful analyses and maximize explanatory power [30] .
In this study, we focus on the hyperdiverse, cosmopolitan wasp lineage Cryptini (Hymenoptera, Ichneumonidae, Cryptinae); with 250 genera and over 2400 species [31] , cryptines are one of the most speciose groups of wasps [32, 33] , with an astounding level of morphological homoplasy [34, 35] . Most species of Cryptini are ectoparasitoids that attack pupae or prepupae of moths, beetles or other wasps, although some species attack flies, antlions (Neuroptera, Myrmeleontidae) or spider egg sacs. These hosts tend to be concealed to various degrees, from relatively weak substrates such as leaf rolls, twigs and vines to deeply secluded environments such as hardened clay nests and wood [36] .
The most comprehensive phylogeny of Cryptini to date, using a worldwide taxonomic sampling and multi-gene molecular data [34] , revealed an intriguing evolutionary pattern, with most species that attack deeply concealed hosts concentrated in a single clade, the Gabunia genus group. This large (greater than 200 species), worldwide lineage comprises cryptines that parasitize almost exclusively wood-boring beetles (Cerambycidae and Buprestidae) or mud-nesting solitary wasps (Vespidae, Crabronidae, Sphecidae). In that phylogeny, the Gabunia group was recovered (albeit with low bootstrap support) as sister to all remaining Cryptini (henceforth Cryptus group or Cryptus clade), which collectively exploit a much larger assemblage of hosts, including species from at least 78 families of Coleoptera, Diptera, Hymenoptera, Lepidoptera, Neuroptera and Aranae [31] . Therefore, within Cryptini we find two sister clades of clearly contrasting biological and taxonomic diversity.
If variety in host use is associated with higher morphological disparity, one would expect the species from the Cryptus group to have occupied a much larger volume of the morphospace than its biologically conserved sister group, either owing to unequal rates of morphological diversification or to different modes of morphospace exploration. Herein, we combine an existing phylogenetic framework, newly generated phylogenomic data and geometric morphometrics to: (i) confirm the placement of the Gabunia group as the earliest divergent lineage within Cryptini; (ii) quantify morphological diversity in the Gabunia and Cryptus groups; and (iii) test the relative roles of rate versus mode of morphological diversification in generating such a disparity.
Material and methods (a) Phylogenetic tree
The phylogenetic framework was extracted from recent revisionary work on Cryptinae [34] , a maximum-likelihood tree based on molecular data from seven genes and 109 morphological characters, including 308 species from 181 genera of Cryptini and 62 outgroup taxa (figure 1; electronic supplementary material, file S1). Taxon sampling is roughly proportional to extant diversity across Cryptini, with 32 terminals from the Gabunia group (from 242 described species) and 276 from the Cryptus group (from circa 2150 known species). Taxa were selected to cover the broadest morphological diversity for each clade, usually with one representative per genus. Since the placement of the Gabunia group as sister to all other Cryptini had relatively poor support (bootstrap 54) in that previous study, we used a phylogenomic approach based on ultraconserved elements (UCEs; [37, 38] ) to confirm this placement in order to validate downstream analyses. A total of 92 species were included in this dataset, including representatives of 10 genera from the Gabunia group, 61 from the Cryptus group and 21 outgroup taxa. Laboratory protocols follow methods that have been optimized for Hymenoptera [38] , using an RNA bait library [39] that targets 2590 UCE loci (see the electronic supplementary material, appendix A1 for a detailed description). Sequencing reads were cleaned, trimmed, assembled and had UCE loci extracted using the PHYLUCE v1.5 pipeline [40] , which incorporates ILLUMIPROCESSOR [41] and TRINITY de novo assembler v. r2013-02-25 [42] . UCE loci were then aligned using MAFFT v. 7.130b [43] and trimmed with GBLOCKS v. 0.91b [44, 45] . Alignments were filtered to include only loci available for at least 50% of the taxa, resulting in an alignment including 1474 loci and 405 082 bp of sequence data (electronic supplementary material, file S2 and see appendix A1 for additional detail on matrix preparation). Maximum-likelihood analyses were run using RAXML v. 8.2 [46] , with the dataset partitioned by locus and using the GTRþ GþI substitution model, with 100 rapid bootstrap replicates. Trees were ultrametricized using the penalized likelihood criterion under a model of autocorrelated rate changes as implemented in the function 'chronos' of the ape package in R [47] .
(b) Morphospace data collection and analyses
Geometric morphometric analyses were conducted to test for constraints to morphological evolution, specifically to the shape of the mesosoma in cryptine wasps. The mesosoma was chosen because: (i) it is a good proxy for overall body shape; (ii) it is not articulated, a premise for geometric morphometrics; and (iii) it is straightforward to image, avoiding biases from orientation and parallax effects. Selected anatomical landmarks (figure 2a) were placed on standardized photographs of female specimens (see the electronic supplementary material, appendix A1 for details and files S3 and S4 on the Dryad Digital Repository: https://doi.org/10. 5061/dryad.41r1q12 [48] for images and landmark data). Subsequent analyses were performed using the R packages ape [47] , geomorph [49] , phytools [50] and smatr [51] . Landmarks were royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rspb Proc. R. Soc. B 286: 20182352 aligned and superimposed using a generalized Procrustes analysis [52] , removing information such as size and orientation to focus purely on geometric shapes (figure 2b). Mean shapes were then calculated for each taxon and visualized as a principal component analysis (PCA) on the coordinates projected into the linear tangent space. We kept only the 10 principal components (PCs) with positive eigenvalues, hereafter referred to as 'morphospace' [53] .
The magnitude of shape evolution for the Gabunia versus Cryptus groups was compared using 10 000 iterations of the 'compare.evol.rates' function in geomorph, based on the distances between species in the morphospace after phylogenetic transformation [54] . Significance was tested by comparing the rate-ratios observed for the two groups against the expectations of phenotypic disparity under a constant-rate Brownian motion process.
The analyses were conducted using both the more inclusive, Sanger-sequencing based tree and the UCE phylogeny. The extension of morphospace occupation was assessed in each clade by measuring the sum of the variances. Significance of the observed discrepancy in variance was tested by simulating morphological evolution under a constant rate Brownian motion process, using the function 'fastBM' in phytools, iterated 10 000 times. In order to generate simulations that realistically approximate the variance structure of real cryptine data, we used the standard deviation values of each PC to calibrate the 'sig2' parameter, describing the instantaneous variation of the Brownian motion process.
We computed morphometric branch lengths as the Euclidean distances in the morphospace between the nodes of the phylogeny of Santos [34] . Each internal node was an ancestral shape royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rspb Proc. R. Soc. B 286: 20182352 estimated using the fastAnc function of ape. In order to test whether magnitude of morphometric change was predicted by the amount of molecular evolution, we compared the branch lengths in the morphospace to the corresponding branch lengths in the molecular phylogeny with a linear regression. We also tested for a difference in the slope between the two clades using the function 'slope.com' from smatr.
If host use has an impact on body shape, and if species from the Gabunia group are constrained around a body shape optimum for that ecology, then the body shape of species from the Cryptus group that attack deeply concealed hosts should also tend towards that optimum. Hence, such lineages should have moved closer to the mean of the Gabunia group than other species from the Cryptus clade. To test this hypothesis, we computed the distances from each tip of the Cryptus clade to the mean of the Gabunia clade in the morphospace, as well as the four convergence metrics (C1, C2, C3 and C4) implemented in the R package 'convevol' [55] . We then used a t-test to compare the distances and convergence metrics based on host type (see the electronic supplementary material, appendix A1 for details).
Results (a) Ultraconserved element phylogeny
Maximum-likelihood analyses of the phylogenomic UCE dataset (figure 1; electronic supplementary material, file S5) confirmed the placement of the Gabunia group as sister to all other Cryptini, with high support (bootstrap 100). The tree topology for Cryptini very closely resembles the one recovered in previous analyses [34] in terms of the composition of main clades, providing further confidence in the more inclusive phylogenetic framework used in the phylomorphospace analyses.
(b) Morphospace variation
The variation in mesosoma of Cryptini and their related taxa was well distributed among the morphospace axes (dimensions). The first dimension accounted for 34.44% of the variation among samples, and primarily described the overall aspect ratio of the mesosoma, opposing taxa with short and stout mesosoma to elongated, dorsoventrally depressed species (figure 2c). The second dimension accounted for 15.22% of the variation and described primarily how obliquely sloped was the mesosoma across different species (e.g. the displacement of landmarks 2-3 and 5-6 on the x-axis). The percentage of variation explained fell rapidly for the following dimensions, from 12.37% in PC3 to 2.10% in PC10, with the remaining four dimensions (PC11-14) accounting for infinitesimal amounts (less than 0.001%). Overall, the results indicate that members of the Gabunia group seem to be mostly restricted to one of the quadrants of the two-dimensional PCA graph of the cryptine morphospace, and occupy that particular area more densely than species of the Cryptus group (figure 2c).
(c) Constrained evolution in the Gabunia group
Comparison of morphological evolution rates (table 1) showed only a modest rate difference between the Gabunia and Cryptus groups (M G ¼ 0.060910, M C ¼ 0.078616). While the observed rate for the Cryptus group was 29.1% higher, that difference was clearly non-significant when compared to simulations ( p ¼ 0.321): a constant-variance Brownian motion process could have easily generated this difference in magnitude of morphological change (figure 3a). Similar results were found when the analyses were repeated using the tree based on UCE data (M G ¼ 0.001365, M C ¼ 0.001887), with a rate-ratio of 1.382 and still far from statistical significance ( p ¼ 0.749). The implication is that the two clades have probably experienced similar rates of morphological change.
At the same time, species of the Gabunia group do occupy a distinctly restricted region of the morphospace; the variance for the Cryptus group was consistently higher when considering the sum of the diagonal of the variances for each clade (V G ¼ 0.003536, V NG ¼ 0. 005036). Such an amount of discrepancy in morphospace occupation (42.5%) was not observed in any royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rspb Proc. R. Soc. B 286: 20182352 of the 10 000 simulation replicates, in which the maximum observed difference was of 29.4% (figure 3b). Morphometric branch lengths are highly variable within the cryptine tree, and were generally positively correlated with molecular branch lengths, with high statistical significance ( p , 0.00001; electronic supplementary material, figures S1 -S2). The morphometric variation explained by molecular branch lengths was considerable (R 2 ¼ 0.570), indicating that the rate of molecular evolution impacts the morphological branch lengths but is not the only factor influencing phenotypic change. In fact, the slope of the regression was clearly higher for the Cryptus than for the Gabunia group (8.137 versus 4.807; p , 0.00001), suggesting that, given the same amount of molecular evolution, the latter clade experiences generally lower morphological change (electronic supplementary material, figure S2 ). These results strongly support the idea that the morphology of the Gabunia clade is constrained, inhibiting its species to occupy certain areas in the morphospace (figure 4). The similar rates of morphological change suggest that both groups have gone through equivalent 'walks' through the morphospace. However, the highly disparate end results for the two clades in terms of morphological diversity indicate that members of the Cryptus clade were more efficient in occupying novel areas of the morphospace, while members of the group have repeatedly evolved similar morphologies.
All four convergence metrics indicate that species in the Cryptus clade that attack deeply concealed hosts (n ¼ 40) have, in general, moved closer towards the mean shape of the Gabunia group compared to species that do not attack deeply concealed hosts ( p ¼ 0.0018 for C1, 0.0131 for C2 and C4, and 0.0120 for C3). Likewise, those species were significantly closer to the mean of the Gabunia group ( p , 0.00001; electronic supplementary material, figure S3 ). This result suggests that species with similar ecology tend to gravitate towards the same shape optimum. It provides further evidence that morphospace occupation within the Gabunia group is at least partially linked to the use of deeply concealed hosts.
Discussion (a) Observed pattern and possible causes
Our results support the idea that the Gabunia group and the remaining Cryptini are indeed sister clades that experienced differing modes of morphological evolution. The rate of morphological change was similar in both clades, fitting well the expectation of a constant rate Brownian motion model. In addition, while the overall magnitude of change in the Cryptus group was slightly higher, the method of reconstruction of morphological evolution has probably underestimated the rate of the Gabunia group: because the phylomorphospace is generated by minimizing the morphological changes along the tree, branch lengths will be more biased in a clade with high homoplasy such as the Gabunia group. Hence, with similar evolutionary rates, the Cryptus clade has explored a much greater volume of the morphospace. By contrast, members of the Gabunia group distributed their proportionally equal evolutionary change through a much more restricted set of morphotypes. The discrepancy in morphological variance observed across the two clades was higher than in 10 000 simulations under Brownian motion using the ultrametric tree, suggesting that the difference is owing to evolutionary constraints rather than chance or unequal crown group ages.
These results raise an obvious question as to the underlying causes for the constrained morphological diversification within Table 1 . Outcomes of phylomorphospace tests for the hypothesis that the Gabunia clade is constrained in its morphological evolution. (G, Gabunia genus group clade; C, Cryptus group, its sister clade. M, magnitude of morphological change, proportional to morphological branch lengths in the morphospace or to rates of morphological evolution. V, variance among samples within each group. p, p-values generated through simulations under a constant rate Brownian motion process.) royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rspb Proc. R. Soc. B 286: 20182352
the Gabunia clade. Is the limitation in host use enough to explain this phenomenon? It has been suggested that areas in the morphospace not visited by lineages may correspond to implausible or unfeasible phenotypes [1] ; however, that is certainly not the case for morphospace regions in our study since they are occupied by other cryptines. This limitation may also be because of unknown, clade-specific developmental constraints acquired by the Gabunia group after the split of the two clades, which are yet to be demonstrated. Functional innovations have certainly been shown to generate bursts in cladogenesis and morphological diversification [18, 56, 57] , though several other studies failed to find such a relationship (e.g. [58, 59] ). Our analyses show that species in the Cryptus group that attack deeply concealed hosts tend to converge towards a body shape closer to the Gabunia group than species that attack different hosts (electronic supplementary material, figure S3 ). Several discrete traits had already been identified as associated with the use of wood-boring or otherwise deeply concealed hosts, and are known both from the Gabunia group and from other taxa [32, 33, 60] . Such purported adaptations include a system for echolocation, or 'vibrational sounding', in which wasps use modified antennal tips to tap the substrate and transmit vibrations that are detected by hypertrophied mechanoreceptors located in their legs (the subgenual organ), informing about the location of the host [61] [62] [63] [64] . Several species also show enlarged ovipositor muscles and an ovipositor tip reinforced with a high concentration of metal ion-protein complexes such as manganese, calcium and zinc to drill into the hard substrate [35, 65] . Likewise, previous authors noted that wasps with this habit tend to have a 'subcylindric body shape' [32] , which is a close description of the patterns generated by the combination of PC1 and PC2 of our shape data (figure 4). While multiple discrete traits have been shown to be correlated with the use of deeply concealed hosts using phylogenetic comparative methods [60, 66] , the impact on overall body shape has previously been an untested hypothesis.
Parasitic wasps as a whole tend to be specialized towards a type of host, which is thought to impose strong adaptive constraints [36, 67] . In fact, host specificity is probably one of the reasons behind the astounding diversity shown by parasitoids, believed by some to comprise the most speciose group of insects in the world [68] . The results of our study corroborate that view by demonstrating how ecological factors related to hosts can have measurable impacts on the evolution and the morphology of these wasps.
(b) Extinction, ghost lineages and the fossil record
One important caveat of this study is that it does not take extinct forms into account. It remains possible that nonrandom extinction patterns that resulted in substantial loss of morphological diversity within the Gabunia group, but not in the Cryptus group, could mislead interpretations by generating a false impression of morphological constraint. Phylomorphospace construction uses ancestral state estimations generated by squared-change parsimony [69] , which assumes that the inferred ancestor was somewhat intermediary to its descendant taxa. Hence, the method is sensitive to non-random sampling bias, such as the extinction of taxa with morphologies not represented in the extant members of a group. Such a limitation is hard to address empirically, as the fossil record for Ichneumonidae as a whole is still very scarce, and most of the few described taxa need to be re-examined and re-interpreted [70] . Hence, the current state of understanding of fossil diversity precludes any definitive conclusion about the existence of such ghost lineages, and our results should be interpreted as contingent on the existing evidence for the group. An increasing knowledge of the ichneumonid fossil record [70] [71] [72] [73] will serve as a fitting test to the patterns observed herein, allowing more powerful interpretations of morphological evolution through time.
(c) Constrained walks in the morphospace
Our results reinforce the idea that clades with high morphological diversity are not necessarily the ones that have undergone higher rates of phenotypic change, but sometimes are instead the clades that distributed change most widely, exploring novel regions of the available morphospace [29] . Likewise, low morphological diversity in a clade may be owing to constraints in morphological innovation. Still, most royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rspb Proc. R. Soc. B 286: 20182352 recent work on morphological diversification has been concentrated on the magnitude of change [54, 74, 75] . Many of these studies have investigated morphological diversification under an a priori assumption of Brownian motion [12, 71, 76] , which can lead to misleading conclusions if morphological variance does not increase over time as a diffusive process [77, 78] . Our approach, following Sidlauskas [29] , allows us to explicitly test the observed patterns against a null model of Brownian motion and to accurately quantify deviations from the model. Furthermore, while molecular branch lengths were relatively good predictors for morphometric variation, the relatively low coefficient of determination (R 2 ¼ 0.570), leaves room for considerable decoupling between morphospace occupation and overall evolution rates. Conceptually, evolutionary constraint has often been conflated with phylogenetic inertia [7] , a term that has often been used to explain apparently nonadaptive or maladaptive traits, or to describe phenotypic stasis (e.g. [79] [80] [81] ). Our results help to highlight a distinction between evolutionary stasis-that is, reduced morphological change or lack thereof-and constraint in a broader sense. As shown by our evolutionary rate analyses, members of the Gabunia group have undergone a substantial amount of morphological change through the course of their evolution; in fact, probably as much as the remaining Cryptini. Hence, constraints imposed by a particular ecological trait or life strategy should not necessarily be expected to prevent morphological change altogether, but to confine it to a specific, limited set of morphotypes. Our results are in agreement with such an idea: one of our studied clades roams free in developing new morphologies, while the other one seems not to be stuck, but rather running in circles in phylomorphospace.
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